
The Ideological Dream 

The shadow asks the outline… 
Do I have to look to something else to be what I am? Do I have to depend upon the 
scales of a snake or the wings or a circada? How can I tell how things are? How can 
I tell how things are not? 

“the mind carries you with it…towards difficulty, lack or clarity, late afternoon 
light…Things are not…” 

“The day the tory bastards won 
The light carried on flowing in 
Our rage formed crystals in the sun 
Sleepy faces forever done in 

In action/non-action 
Fly tips endlessly tipping 
The unmourned toil of an age before 
Into caverns deep” 

Deep into caverns: 
Wetness spills form body to body. Forms bulge through the outline of an 18th century 
oil painting. Deep in the space left between, some ghostly thing lingers. Flickering. 

An old jazz recording fades in and out of audibility. A street and cars can be heard in 
the background. 

the motor of the butterflies wings,pulsated to the roars of reeds and wheels of history. 

Jazz fades out. 

A couple are fucking in their sleep after a night of partying and arguing. 
Late afternoon light streams through the shutters, casting slices of dust at 
holy angles. They swarm and jerk in circles, a shark in water. 

He had pulled him down the street by his hair. His hands clasped around his 
fists, he was screaming. He looked up to their hands entwined. in the violent 
lock he saw their scars from lives before meeting like an snake eating its own 
tail. 

He resented his freedom. His aggression and will. But still he knew this 
abstraction called “freedom” to be doubled edged sword. He saw his lover 
split in two and saw himself stood between the fragments. 
He saw an illusory self, constructed by the world. and his saw the self of ‘one 
and a thousand jewels’; the light of one casting eternal reflections in the all the 
others.” 
He wished he could have articulated this this. Even if knowing it would have 
changed nothing. 

A couple are fucking in their sleep after a night of partying and arguing. 

A mitosis's. outlines pulsate in a mass. bodies are pressed up against the walls. The 
walls begin to crumble and float through the air. Objects float too. stripped of 



function, lost by capital incessant technological renewal. A jelly shoe. An iphone 2 
charger. A business logistics manual blossoms open, it’s paper leaves shoot out in 
orgasmic spurts. All are slowly disintegrating, back into dust. The dust of filing 
cabinets. 

“Laast night, 
and Forever 
we were writhing amongst bodies 

the rye rock  crumbling between 
from the walls of a northern mill” 


